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� Abstract

A ��D explicit �nite volume algorithm has been developed to simulate scattering from complex geometries on
parallel computers using structured body conformal curvilinear grids� Most simulations with realistic ��D ge�
ometries require a large number of grid points for adequate spatial resolution making them suitable to parallel
computation� The simulations have been carried out using a multi�block�zonal approach in the message passing
paradigm on the SP��� Each zone is placed on a separate processor and inter�processor communication is carried
out using the Message Passing Library �MPL�� Integration of the Maxwell�s equations is performed using the four
stage Runge�Kutta time integration method on a dual grid� This method of integrating on a staggered grid seems
to give enhanced dissipative and dispersive characteristics� Results obtained in the past	 have shown extremely
good comparisons for scattering from the sphere and the ogive with the exact solution and standard FDTD type
algorithms� Comparisons for non�axisymmetric targets like the NASA almond with experimental data has also
been found to be extremely good� Scattering from complex ��D bodies like a trapezoidal wing and an engine inlet
has also been investigated�

� Introduction

Scattering problems in electromagnetics have been numerically modelled since the conception of Yee�s leapfrog
algorithm 
�� in ���� However	 the production of staircasing errors 
�� coupled with the di�culty in predicting the
radar return for low RCS geometries encouraged the development of various �nite di�erence 
�� 
��	 �nite volume 
��

��	 and �nite element algorithms 
��� The complexity in the shapes of the scatterers being modelled has lead to a
transition from the use of Cartesian grids� Body��tted structured grid algorithms are being used because they utilise
curvilinear orthogonal grids that map the surface of the body exactly by a transformation between the physical and
the computational domain� However	 in the last few years	 unstructured grid methodology has become very popular
mainly due to the relative ease with which unstructured grids can be generated around complex con�gurations

��	 
�� Unstructured grid solvers are replacing structured solvers for steady state aerodynamic problems 
��� 
���	
particularly those that need to solve the Euler equations� Since Maxwell�s equations can be readily put in the form
of the Euler equations unstructured grids seemed to be promising in CEM too� Unstructured grid solvers have
been found to be very expensive and have been plagued with problems of numerical accuracy� Over the years	 there
has also been a tremendous boost in the computational resources available	 both in terms of speed and memory�
The onset of parallel computing has made a huge impact on the choice of the algorithm and the type of mesh to
be considered� In the present paper	 we make use of a Runge�Kutta based scheme on a dual structured grid that
has multi�block capability� The algorithm is easily parallelized and is especially suited to message passing since
the dual grid requires that only half the total variables be communicated between processors�

�



� Numerical Model

Maxwell�s equations can be written in the integral form as
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The above equations are solved only for the scattered �elds as the analytical solution of the incident �eld is
known� A dual grid approach is taken with the electric and magnetic �eld components being solved on separate
grids� Time integration is carried out using the four�stage Runge�Kutta time marching method�
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The time step is denoted by n and each stage of the Runge�Kutta method by m	 where the coe�cients are
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The residuals Ri are de�ned as
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In the above expressions S��S��S� represent the projected surface areas of constant �� �� � faces respectively� It
should be noted that the electric �eld points used in the evaluation of the above �uxes lie in the center of the cell
faces and are not computed directly from the integration process� Instead they are extrapolated from the electric
�eld points comprising the corners of the cell faces�

Most central di�erencing algorithms require the addition of some sort of explicit arti�cial dissipation to damp
out the spurious numerical high frequency waves� However	 for a spatially staggered scheme the dissipation
characteristics with a four stage Runge�Kutta method are quite di�erent� This has been analysed with the help
of a one�dimensional system of hyperbolic equations in 
���� The low wavenumber components propagate without
being damped� However	 the high frequency components are damped due to the grid induced dissipation caused by
the staggering of the spatial derivatives� It should be pointed out that the above analysis is for a one�dimensional
case on a uniformly spaced mesh with perfect staggering� In reality	 however	 body��tted grids are usually clustered
and may have imperfections like skewed cells or cells with high aspect ratios� Also	 the staggering used in the
algorithm is not completely perfect in three dimensions� All the above reasons contribute in the production of
spurious di�usion 
��� for the high wavenumber components that are not completely damped by the grid induced
dissipation� Hence the need for explicitly adding arti�cial dissipation� When required	 fourth order dissipation 
���
is added

DQ � D�Q�D�Q�D�Q ���



where D�Q	 D�Q	 and D�Q are the fourth order dissipation operators in the �	 � and � directions respectively
and can be explicitly written as
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Hence inserting the expressions for arti�cial dissipation in equation � and rewriting it
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Boundary conditions have to be de�ned only for the E��eld components since the H��eld components are o�set
by half a cell from the boundaries� At the surface of the scatterers the PEC boundary condition has been used
and at the outer boundary the Liao boundary condition has been utilized 
���	 
����

The farzone scattered �elds are calculated in accordance with the derivation of retarded potentials from scattered
surface currents in 
����
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Adaptation of this technique for computing the far��eld transformation on curvilinear dual grids has been discussed
in 
����

� Parallelization Issues and Performance

The computer that was used for the message passing algorithm is the IBM ��� Scalable Power parallel system
�SP��� which is a tightly clustered group of RISC system����� processors� E�ciency in message passing is provided
by a low latency high bandwith switch� �Latency� is the startup time that is required at the time of communication
between processors	 or in other words	 it is the time taken to send a message in the limit as the message size goes
to zero� �Bandwidth� refers to the message size that is passed per unit time� Communication time is roughly
equal to the sum total of the time taken for startup and the actual time required to transfer data� The e�ciency
of a message passing algorithm is gauged by its ability to minimize the communication�to�computation ratio and
to balance the workload e�ectively by partitioning the data structure evenly� Domain decomposition techniques
are best suited for structured data problems where partitioning of the computational domain can be easily done�

��� Implementation in MPL

Since the grid for the algorithm discussed in the previous section consists of the E��eld grid and the H��eld dual
grid	 a Processor Domain �PD� for our purposes is a combination of the two� Message passing is carried out
between two adjacent processor domains �PD�s� by creating pseudo boundaries or shadow blocks between them�
As is evident from �gure � the interior cell values �E��elds in this case� are passed from one processor over to its
neighbouring processor and they constitute the pseudo boundary conditions for the neighbouring processor and
vice versa� Parallelization of the algorithm was performed on the SP�� using the Message Passing Library �MPL��
MPL uses the Single Program Multiple Data �SPMD� model wherein the same program resides on all processors
and is executed by each one of the processors� However	 each processor has its identi�er processor number and
this permits MPL to have processor based conditional statements� The reason for using a SPMD model is that in
a distributed memory system	 memory and address space is local to each processor and the only way data can be
shared among processors is by passing messages� Each processor has it�s own processor domain to work with� Each
processor domain is either bounded by pseudo boundaries or a combination of physical and pseudo boundaries� A
pre�determined processor �with processor ID��� acts as the control processor and carries out the pre�processing
tasks involved in setting up the parallel environment and all parameters required for message passing� It reads



in the grid and distributes it to the various processors depending upon the type of domain decomposition� Each
processor then generates its own dual grid from the information it has about its own grid� The grid and the
constructed dual grid together constitute the processor domain of the processor� The processor then computes
the volumes and surface areas of the cells that are located in its processor domain� It also calculates the time
step required for computation on its own processor domain� This information about the minimum time step on
each processor domain is then communicated to the processor with ID � �� The processor with ID � � in turn
determines the minimum time step for the entire computational domain and broadcasts it to all the processors�

Message passing between processors is carried out by issuing explicit MPL calls� For example

CALL MP BSEND�qeast� jmax � kmax� �� r�size� taskid � ��msgid�

will send the array �qeast� of size �jmax � kmax � � � r�size� to the processor with a processor identi�cation
number equal to �taskid���� Similarly	 the call

CALL MP BRECV �qeast� jmax � kmax� �� r�size� taskid � ��msgid� nbytes�

will receive the array �qeast� of size�jmax� kmax� �� r�size� from the processor with a processor identi�cation
number equal to �taskid����

Since the whole simulation is a time dependent process	 all processors are forced to be synchronized after each
Runge�Kutta stage with the MPL call�

CALL MP SY NC�allgrp�

which blocks all execution on all processors until all processors have made the corresponding call�

��� Message Passing Performance

Performance of a parallel algorithm is gauged on the basis of how well an algorithm scales with the increase in the
number of processors and its communication to computation ratio� The lower the communication to computation
ratio	 the higher is the e�ciency of the program� The test case of scattering from the NASA almond for a grid
size of ������ grid points was run for ��	��� iterations� The entire computational domain was spread over �
processors� A �rst run was made of the code with the far zone integration and the arti�cial dissipation switched
o�� The communication time listed includes time to perform inter�processor communication and latency time
including latency time for synchronisation after each time step�

average communication �wait time

average computational time
� �
����

Next the performance of the code was evaluated after switching on arti�cial dissipation� Fourth order arti�cial
dissipation requires that additional message passing be performed since the fourth order derivative stencils require
that an additional �eld point be communicated from adjacent domains on either side� In comparison to the
previous e�ciency ratio	 it is seen that there is a ��� percent increase in the computational time required whereas
the communication requirement has increased by ���� percent� The relative increase in the amount of communicat
ion over the computations has lead to a slight deterioration in the e�ciency ratio�

average communication �wait time

average computational time
� �
�����

Lastly	 the computer code�s performance with the near to far �eld transformation was analysed� In this case	
the time taken for message passing showed a �ve�fold increase over the communication time needed with the far
zone transformation switched o�� This increase can be attributed to the message passing involved in passing and
summing up the potential arrays over all the processors that have a part of the far zone integration surface de�ned
in their respective processor domains�

average communication�wait time

average computational time
� �
����



��� Performance Results

In this section the performance of the FVTD algorithm will be compared against the FDTD algorithm 
�� in terms
of the computational time required�

Table �� Performance of Codes in �secs�node�timestep

Algorithm Computer �secs�node�timestep
Serial

FDTD RS����� ����
FVTD RS����� ���

Message Passing

FVTD SP�� ���node� �����
FVTD SP�� ����node� ��

Table � shows the time taken per grid point per iteration for both the FVTD and FDTD codes� In the serial
mode the FDTD algorithm is ��� times faster than the FVTD algorithm� This is attributed to the fact that the
FDTD is run on Cartesian grids whereas the FVTD algorithm is used on curvilinear grids and the additional cost
of the transformation from the physical to the computational grid is incurred while computing the numerical �uxes�
Also	 the FVTD algorithm has a four�stage time integration process which is a further overhead� The numbers
in Table � can be misleading chie�y because of two reasons� Firstly	 the FVTD algorithm requires fewer cells per
wavelength than the FDTD algorithm 
���� Secondly	 the curvilinear nature of the FVTD grid requires far less cells
in the computational domain than is required by the stair�stepped Cartesian grid needed for the FDTD algorithm�
Table � shows the number of grid points required by the two algorithms to adequately resolve the scattering wave
patterns for an ogive shaped target 
����

Table �� Grid Point Comparison for the Ogive

Algorithm Grid Dimensions Total Grid Points
FDTD ���� ���� ��� � Million
FVTD ���� ��� �� ��	���

Here	 it can be clearly seen that approximately �� times more grid cells are required by the FDTD algorithm
over the FVTD algorithm� This shows that even though the FDTD algorithm is much faster than the FVTD
algorithm 	 it may not be that attractive in the overall scheme of things�

� Results

One of the most important EMCC benchmark targets is the NASA almond� It is important partly	 because of the
nature of its geometry and	 because it remains one of the more di�cult bodies for which to procure an accurate
RCS� Looking at it from a cross�sectional view	 it resembles a circular�arc airfoil� However	 it has a �nite thickness
that is rapidly varying in the spanwise direction� This makes it rather di�cult to grid using a standard grid
generator� The almond is ��� inches long and it�s geometrical speci�cations are de�ned in 
���� A sinusoidal
clustering of grid points was used along the rotational direction� The clustering was necessary to avoid getting
high aspect ratio cells� Since an O�H type grid was desired	 an axis of symmetry was added to the almond that
extended from the leading and trailing edges of the almond to the outer boundaries at both ends ��gure ��� Along
each equiangular curve of surface points a standard grid generator	 HYPGEN 
��	 was used to create a planar
grid� All the planar grids were then combined to obtain a fully three�dimensional grid ��gure ��� Two grids were
employed for all the cases run for the almond� One of the grids has �� x �� x �� grid points and the other consists
of �� x �� x �� grid points� One�dimensional domain decomposition was employed in all cases along the longest
dimension� The computational domain was spread across � processors equally on the IBM SP��� The far zone



integration surface was de�ned six cells away from the surface of the almond� Due to the nature of the grid used for
this test case	 odd�even decoupling was observed� It was suppressed by adding fourth order arti�cial dissipation	
as previously discussed in Section �� Scattering from the almond was investigated for all angles of incidence from
� degrees to a ��� degrees at intervals of �� degrees at a frequency of ��� GHz�

The monostatic RCS computed was compared to experimental results obtained for Vertical�Vertical polarization
by Woo et al 
���� For experimental measurements the metallic almond target was made out of aluminium� The
experimental results have been plotted by sweeping through the rotational � direction at � degree intervals� A
comparison of the FVTD and experimental results is compared in �gure �� Each FVTD point in �gure � represents
a complete FVTD run for the angle of incidence represented by � on the abcissa scale� The FVTD computational
results are in very good agreement with the experimental observations and are mostly within a � db agreement
margin at all angles except those at �� degrees and ��� degrees where the algorithm seems to underpredict and
overpredict the measured RCS respectively�

The steady state or time harmonic scattered Ez �eld solution for nose on incidence at �Ghz is shown in �gure
� for both planes parallel and perpendicular to the direction of polarization�

��� Scattering from a trapezoidal wing

One of the main contributors to aircraft RCS is the scattering from the leading edge of wings 
���� The radar
returns from wings are important for normal and near�normal incidence� In order to gain some qualitative insight
into the scattering fromwings a perfectly conducting wing was chosen as the next target for investigation� The wing
used in this case is the trapezoidal Lockheed Wing�C 
��� with camber and twist� The purpose of this test case was
three�fold� Firstly to demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to tackle realistic three�dimensional con�gurations�
Secondly	 to evaluate the robustness of the dual grid based algorithm in working with di�erent types of grids	 in
particular a C�H based grid system with a split line extending from the trailing edge of the wing to the outer
boundary� Lastly	 to get a qualitative perspective into the mechanism of scattering at normal incidence for the
wing�

The grid pertaining to a single zone of the wing is depicted in �gure �� Ghost points pertaining to the magnetic
�eld were introduced to solve for the electric �eld points that lie on the split line between the trailing edge and
the outer boundary� The grid consisted of a �� x �� x ��� grid points� It was generated using PACMAPS	
which is part of the TEAM �Three�Dimensional Euler�Navier�Stokes Aerodynamic Method� 
���� Since the grid is
designed to simulate steady state aerodynamic problems it has some limitations that restrict its feasibility for time
dependent electromagnetic problems� The grid cells at the pinch that is introduced to close the grid at the wing
tip are extremely small	 thereby making the time step extremely small� This makes evaluation of RCS at realistic
frequencies a very time consuming process requiring hundreds of thousands of time steps� However	 the grid can
still be used to obtain qualitative scattered �eld patterns�

Domain decomposition is performed along the largest dimension� A wideband Gaussian pulse is incident on
the leading edge of the wing� The incident �eld is linearly polarized along the z�direction and the direction of
propagation is one of forward incidence to the wing� Figure � shows the scattered �eld along various cross�sections
of a part of the wing� Electric �eld continuity is maintained along the split line	 thereby showing that the dual grid
did not create any unnecessary problems in treating grid con�gurations of this type� Figure � depicts the intensity
of the Hy �eld component of the magnetic �eld along the various cross�sections of the dual grid of a section of the
wing� Both �gures are indicative of the fact that the primary scattering e�ects take place normal to the planform
of the wing as scattered �eld patterns do not show a signi�cant di�erence along the di�erent planes in the spanwise
direction� Next a sinusoidal excitation was used with exactly the same polarization and incidence as the Gaussian
excitation� The scattered �eld Ez and Hy patterns are shown in �gures  and ���

��� Scattering from an engine inlet

Since the wing	 fuselage and engine are important parts of any aircraft con�guration the last test case pertains to
an aircraft engine� In this case an engine inlet was used as the scatterer� The center body	 and the engine cowl
are treated as perfectly conducting� The fan section was also treated as a closed PEC boundary� This seems to be
a reasonable approximation when using wavelengths that are large compared to the inner annulus height� Figure
�� depicts a planar slice of the grid 
��� that was used in this case� It consists of ��� x �� x �� grid points� Since
one dimension is considerably larger than the other two dimensions	 one�dimensional domain decomposition was



utilized along the primary direction for parallelization purposes� As is evident outside the cowl this grid is rather
coarse� This grid has been used in the solution of aeroacoustics and aerodynamic type problems� However	 there
are certain limitations when the grid is used to solve for electromagnetic �elds� Low frequency excitations would
lead to the formations of creeping waves	 that would not be captured as the grid does not completely enclose the
engine� High frequency excitation	 on the other hand would be di�cult to resolve as one moves away from the
inlet and the center body� A sinusoidal excitation of ��� Mhz was used in this case� Compared to the diameter of
the inlet cowl and the grid used	 this excitation is to be high frequency� The incident wave travels along the axial
direction of the engine and is linearly polarized along the transverse direction� Figure �� shows the scattered Ez

�eld pattern along a planar slice of the grid� The scattered �eld pattern is clearly seen close to the center body and
around the inlet� Beyond that the grid is very course and the disturbance appears to be damped� There appear
to be strong interference e�ects from within the cavity between the center body and the shroud	 and within the
cavity between the center body and the shroud	 and currents seem to oscillate back and forth between the center
body and the fan�

� Conclusions and Future Work

A time domain algorithm has been presented to solve Maxwell�s equations over generic body conformal grids for
three dimensional geometries� The dual nature of Maxwell�s equations are well exploited in that the algorithm
uses a dual mesh� The staggered nature of the algorithm gives it better dispersion and dissipation characteristics�
With a second order staggered scheme resolution normally provided by fourth order non�staggered schemes can
be obtained� In most cases	 the dissipation provided by the grid staggering precludes the need to explicitly add
any arti�cial dissipation� The message passing approach provided more control and �exibility in distributing data
over the computational resource and load balancing� The far �eld transformation too	 was better suited to a
message passing environment� The dual nature of the grid aided in parallelization	 since only one of the �elds had
to be communicated between processors� Comparisons of results obtained for scattering from the almond are in
good agreement with experimental observations� Simulations for the engine inlet and the wing demonstrate the
capability of handling complex con�gurations�
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Figure �� Surface grid for the NASA almond�



Figure �� Outer grid for the NASA almond�
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Figure �� RCS for the NASA almond � VV Polarization�



Scattered Ez fields along plane parallel to incident polarization

Scattered Ez fields along plane perpendicular to incident polarization

Figure �� Ez Scattered Fields for the NASA Almond at �GHz�



Figure �� Grid for the trapezoidal wing�



Figure �� Scattered Ez �elds for the trapezoidal wing�



Figure �� Scattered H �elds for the trapezoidal wing�



Figure � Scattered Ez �elds for the trapezoidal wing�



Figure ��� Scattered Hy �elds for the trapezoidal wing�



Figure ��� Grid for the engine inlet�
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Figure ��� Scattered Ez �eld for a planar slice of the engine inlet�


